
 
 

WT Summer Camp 2020 North Descriptions 
 

June 15-19 CAMPS AND DESCRIPTIONS 
June 15-19 AM Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

NEW! Teddy Bear Camp: Enchanted Forest Threes, PK Marie Forst 

NEW! One of a KIND PK, K  Ben Tritsch 

Make Believe with Mangan  PK, K, 1 Jeremy Mangan  

Tennis Clinic Jr. . K, 1, 2 Mark Haffner 

NEW! Music in Motion: Broadway Edition K 1 2 Janna Lettan 

NEW! Watercolor Wizardry  1, 2 Emily Newman 

NEW! Doctor Discovery 1,2,3 Assemble 

Trail Mix 3,4,5 Carly Caruso 

Full STEAM Ahead Girls SR. 3,4,5 Rebecca Farrand 

NEW! LEGO Master Builder lab 3,4,5 Dan Mendenhall 

Go Fish!  4,5 Brian Swauger 

 

June 15-19 AM 

1. NEW! Teddy Bear Camp:  Enchanted Forest 

a. A WT summer camp tradition for our youngest campers is back with a new twist! 

This week of Teddy Bear Camp will explore the magic of the forest. We will take 

time to play in the outdoors and to celebrate all the amazing nooks and crannies 

the WT North Bound Trail has to offer! Warning: Campers will be so busy 

enjoying water play, games, stories, songs, and crafts that there will be no time 

for your little bear to hibernate! Campers will also enjoy the chance to create their 

own special bear that we hope will be a life-long friend! 

2. NEW! One of a KIND  

a. Little actions have big impacts. Kind campers will focus on all the ways we can 

have a positive impact on the world starting with ourselves! We will work on 

harnessing our skills to become ninjas of niceness and heroes of happiness as 

we spread random acts of kindness all over WT Summer Camp, throughout our 

own communities and beyond. We will talk about different kinds of feelings we 

can have, how to embrace and handle them. And of course, what better way to 

spread kindness... LOTS of dance parties! 

3. Make Believe with Mangan 



 
a. Do you ever finish reading one of your favorite books and spend the rest of the 

day imagining what it would be like to become a part of the story? This week your 

campers will do just that! Each day will begin with a story and then dive right into 

play. They will search the bear track trail for bears, join the wild rumpus with the 

wild things, fly on dragons wings, go on wacky adventures with pirates, and so 

much more. This is a great opportunity to let your camper’s imagination soar. We 

promise to have everyone back to WT Summer Camp in time for pick up! 

b. Lead Instructor: Jeremy Mangan, WT Fourth Grade Teacher 

4. NEW! Doctor Discovery  

a. Do you want to be a doctor, nurse, or veterinarian? Want to learn more about 

surgery, preventive medicine, perform sutures, and investigate animal 

physiology? Assemble future doctors bring your creative mind and questions our 

Doctor Discovery Workshop! We will learn about bones, x rays, and perform 

surgery on our stuffed animals and dive headfirst into the world of medicine this 

week!  

5. NEW! LEGO Master Builder Lab 

a. LEGO LOVERS UNITE! This week we are going to take our love of LEGO and 

creation to the next level. Each day will come with a new machine challenge as 

we make machines that can walk, play games, throw balls, and race. We will see 

where our imaginations can take us as we learn about levers, gears, motors, and 

more. This week, campers will move beyond traditional LEGO building and find 

new ways to interact with our favorite classic toy.  Come create, wreck, and 

repeat with us. 

6. Trail Mix  

a. Campers will spend the morning discovering different hiking trails at Hartwood 

acres, walking, running, or jogging through the trails or simply taking a moment to 

enjoy nature. During our adventures, we will talk about the importance of a 

healthy balanced lifestyle. Campers will learn to make on-the-go snacks and to 

pack for healthy hiking! 

7. Full STEAM Ahead Girls SR 

a. Calling all girls of STEM: This program is for you! Girls will be experimenting, 

creating, and having fun while doing STEM activities. Throughout this program, 

girls will do hands on science experiments, be exposed to different forms of 

technology, develop critical thinking skills through engineering projects, and 

refine math skills through math activities. All learning activities will be used to 

develop self-confidence when working with STEM projects.  

8. Tennis Clinic Jr  

a. Let’s make a racquet! Come join Coach Mark Haffner a long time WT Summer 

Camp coach as you have fun learning to serve, volley, and overhead. This high-

energy camp will focus on the importance of sportsmanship, agility, movement, 

and the strength that is involved in the game of tennis. Campers are welcome to 



 
bring their own racquet to camp or use equipment provided at WT Summer 

Camp.  

9. NEW! Music in Motion: Broadway Edition  

a. Calling our youngest performers! Come join us this week and learn all about the 

magic of Broadway on and off stage! Lead by music instructor extraordinaire Mrs. 

Lettan, campers will spend the week crafting, singing, and dancing to old and 

new favorite showtunes. We cannot wait to watch these stars SHINE! 

10. NEW! Watercolor Wizardry   

a. Did you know...watercolors can be translucent, so that layers show through each 

other, they can be dense and opaque, creating bold and bright forms and 

outlines. Did you ever notice how watercolor continues to move around the paper 

as it dries, creating crisp outlines, and it bleeds and spreads mysteriously 

following our wet paintbrushes wherever they go?  Did you know...watercolor 

paints come in liquid, solid and paste forms? Many other materials, such as salt 

and wax, combine with watercolor to yield beautiful and unexpected results.This 

camp will give students a chance to push their knowledge of watercolor to new 

levels. We will paint in abstract and representational modes, using not only 

watercolors, but other materials that mimic and enhance its qualities. 

11. Go Fish! 

a. Give a camper a fish and they will eat for a day; teach a camper to fish and… we 

will find out the rest in this amazing week of fishing fun. Campers will bait, cast, 

reel, and catch as they tackle the basics with angler Swauger. Each day, we will 

explore a different body of water in the area including North Park, Deer Lakes, 

Hartwood Acres, and our very own North Pond. Campers will end the week with 

their own rod, tackle box, and love of fishing. One thing is for sure; your camper 

will be hooked on this camp!  

 

12. June 15-19 PM Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

Gnome and Fairy Adventure PK, K Marie Forst 

NEW! Watercolor Wonders PK, K Emily Newman 

NEW! Pig the Pug and Pals PK K, Emily Marcellus 

Rainbow Unicorn Art PK K 1 Mary Beth 

LEGO Master Builder Lab Jr. K 1 2 Ben Tritsch 

Full STEAM Ahead Girls Jr. . 1,2 Rebecca Farrand 



 

NEW! Art+Math= 1,2,3 Mary Arcuri 

Hike, Bike and Paddle with Venture Outdoors @ WT 2,3,4 Venture Outdoors 

Flight Science Studio 3,4,5 Dan Mendenhall 

Tennis Clinic SR. 3,4,5 Mark Haffner 

NEW! WT Broadway Takes the Stage 3,4,5 Janna Lettan 

Penns Woods Discovery  4,5 Brian Swauger 

 

13. LEGO Master Builder Lab Jr. 

a. LEGO LOVERS UNITE! This week we are going to take our love of LEGO to the 

next level. Each day will come with a new challenge based on different themes. 

We will see where our imaginations can take us as we recreate household items, 

build our own zoo, redesign our favorite games, create speed racers, and more. 

Campers will move beyond traditional LEGO building and find new ways to 

interact with our favorite classic toy.  Come create, wreck, and repeat with us. 

14. Gnome and Fairy Adventure 

a. Join us for a magical discovery of the gnomes and fairies who live in the wild 

sections of WT’s Nature Playground. We will look for clues of their habitats and 

try our hand at creating fairy and gnome houses to entice their visits. This week 

of joyful fantasy will include many gnome and fairy tales as well as crafts, games, 

and dramatic play. Campers will spend most of their time outdoors, so please 

pack your hiking shoes, and be ready for a magical time! 

15. Rainbow Unicorn Art 

a. This week is going to be filled with glitter, rainbows, mystical key-chains, unicorn 

horns, bath bombs, dream catchers and MORE! There is no end to the magic 

that we will create in this camp as we go over the rainbow and these young 

artists let their imaginations soar. These unicorn lovers will spend their camp time 

creating, coloring, and designing their way through the week.  

16. NEW! Pig the Pug and Pals  

a. Come join Pig and Trevor this week as we sniff out fun and mischief! Campers 

will take time each day to read an exciting story about Pig’s adventures and will 

learn lessons as Pig does about the importance of sharing with friends, being 

honest, playing fair, and having fun.  

17. Flight Science Studio 

a. Fly, glide, launch, and soar your way through this week of flight science. 

Aeronautical engineers will discover how to make the perfect paper airplane, 

study different types of gliders, create balsa wood fliers, launch rockets, and so 

much more in this week of flight. We will learn from the experts, the Wright 

Brothers, NASA, and Mr. Mendenhall! Asking questions like how do air pressure, 



 
lift, resistance, propulsion, and the importance of wing shape, keep a plane in the 

sky? 

18. NEW! Art+Math= 

a. An AWESOME CAMP! Come build a MATH-ter-piece this week with everything 

from everyday objects to unique art materials. Find a window that will look better 

with light pouring through a stained glass, create geometric wall hangings, 

painting tessellations, and so much more. Campers will use sticky-notes, wax 

paper, cardboard cutouts, salad spinners and kwik sticks to create long lasting 

works of art all created using MATH. Come join us for a week filled with puzzles, 

painting, and patterns!  

19. Hike, Bike and Paddle with Venture Outdoors @ WT 

a. Calling all outdoor adventure enthusiasts! Campers will practice casting and 

fishing, learn about mapping and geocaching, go hiking, kayak on our pond, and 

test out the NEW bike rodeo! Outdoor fun abounds in this exciting camp. Put on 

your boots, grab your hiking stick, and enjoy the fresh air! 

20.  Full STEAM Ahead Girls JR.  

a. Calling all girls of STEM: This program is for you! Girls will be experimenting, 

creating, and having fun while doing STEM activities. Throughout this program, 

girls will do hands-on science experiments, be exposed to different forms of 

technology, develop critical thinking skills through engineering projects, and 

refine math skills through math activities. All learning activities will be  used to 

develop self-confidence when working with STEM projects.  

21. Tennis Clinic SR 

a. Let’s make a racquet! Come join Coach Mark Haffner as you have fun learning to 

serve, volley, and overhead. This high- energy camp will focus on the importance 

of sportsmanship, agility, movement, and the strength that is involved in the 

game of tennis. Campers are welcome to bring their own racquet to camp. 

Equipment will be provided for all campers who do not BYOR. 

 

22. NEW! WT Broadway Takes the Stage 

a. Calling all aspiring Broadway performers! Come join us this week and learn what 

it takes to put on a show! Lead by music instructor extraordinaire Mrs. Lettan, 

campers will learn to sing, dance, create costumes, and how to have great stage 

presence while we rehearse a song from a favorite broadway show. On Friday, 

our amazing performers will take the stage in front of the whole camp to share 

what they have created. We cannot wait to see their names in lights!  

b. Lead Instructor: Janna Lettan, WT Music Teacher 

23. NEW! Watercolor Wonders  



 
a. Did you know...watercolors can be translucent, so that layers show through each 

other, they can be dense and opaque, creating bold and bright forms and 

outlines. Did you ever notice how watercolor continues to move around the paper 

as it dries, creating crisp outlines, and it bleeds and spreads mysteriously 

following our wet paint brushes wherever they go? Did you know...watercolor 

paints come in liquid, solid and paste forms? Many other materials, such as salt 

and wax, combine with watercolor to yield beautiful and unexpected results. This 

camp will give students a chance to push their knowledge of watercolor to new 

levels. We will paint in abstract and representational modes, using not only 

watercolors but other materials that mimic and enhance its qualities. 

24. Penn’s Woods Discovery 

a. This camp is all about exploring and discovering nature! Campers will hike, climb, 

dig, and observe as they learn about the plants, animals, habitats, trails, and 

nature on WT’s sprawling wooded campus.  Campers will create plastic casts of 

animal prints, fish with hand lines, and experience the “underworld” like never 

before. If you like the outdoors, and you crave adventure, then this is the camp 

for you. 

 

 
   

 

June 15-19 Full Day Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

Italian Kitchen Master Class 3,4,5 Steph Flati  

Saddle Club 3,4,5 Amy Skelly 

AT WT CITY CAMPUS BurghVentures 4,5, Theresa Fox and Kimberly Blaney  

 

Full Day June 15-19 

25. Italian Kitchen MASTER CLASS  

a. Buongiorno! After years of requests for more more more! Italian Kitchen is back 

with a FULL DAY program. This one of a kind camp will explore the art, science, 

and soul of Italian cooking but with more time, we will dive even deeper into the 

sack of flour. Each day, we will work in the studio and kitchen to create personal 

art keepsakes that will last a lifetime and edible Italian Art that will disappear in 

minutes. Campers will spend the week studying authentic Italian recipes, 

practicing pasta techniques, learning about sauces, delicious desserts, and host 



 
the classic Friday Fagioli lunch. Come join us this week for a delicious delightful 

experience. 

b. Lead Instructor: Stephanie Flati, WT Middle School Art Teacher 

26. Saddle Club  

a. Giddy up! Campers should be ready for a full day of horse-loving fun! Our 

mornings will be spent on campus working on projects, learning about horses, 

and enjoying games and activities linked to our love of horses! Our afternoons 

will be spent at the Cedar Run Farms (only a five-minute van ride from WT’s 

campus). While at the barn, the teacher/counselor/horse to camper ratio will be 

1:3. Under the watchful eye of knowledgeable instructors and counselors, 

campers will enjoy a 45-minute horseback riding lesson on Monday, Tuesday, 

Thursday, and Friday, and campers will practice the constant respect and 

understanding for safety when working with horses. Wednesdays will be our pool 

day at the barn. Throughout the week our riding instructors maintain the camp 

spirit of fun, new friendships, and the discovery and celebration of new and 

improved abilities. Guided by knowledgeable, passionate Cedar Run Riding 

Instructors, riding lessons will be adapted to meet rider comfort- level, 

experience, and ability. One thing is for certain, this camp will create memories 

that will last a lifetime!   

 

CITY June 15-19  

 BURGHVENTURES 

This is going to be one wild ride! Join Ms. Fox and Ms. Blaney for a week of adventures in our 

favorite city. Campers will explore all the city has to offer from farms to Fun Fest. We will tour 

parks and movie theaters, create and cook, discover and explore parts of Pittsburgh we didn’t 

know were there! This is sure to be a memorable week full of activities, fun facts, adventures, 

and lots of laughs. 

  

 

June 22-26 CAMPS AND DESCRIPTIONS 
 

June 22-26 AM Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

NEW! Teddy Bear Camp: Senses 3 pk Kim Blaney 

Into the Woods Adventure  PK K 1 Marie Forst 

Magic Treehouse Journey through Time K,1,2 Theresa Fox 

NEW! Art Attack: Monster Party PK K Taryn 

NEW! Robotic Games and Engineering  3,4,5 Assemble 



 

NEW! cARTboard Party 1,2 Emily Newman 

MAKE... Believe Science Lab PK, K Emily Onorato 

Bubble Bonanza 1,2 Rebecca Farrand 

Nothing but Net Jr. Basketball Clinic 1, 2 Jimyse Brown 

NEW! Meet the Greeks 2,3,4 Mary Arcuri 

NEW! Art Around the World Sr. 3,4,5 Mila Panizzi 

Gone for a Run!  3,4,5 Carly Caruso 

 

 
JUNE 22-26 AM  

1. NEW! Teddy Bear Camp: Senses 

a. Slime, Saliva, Sights, Sounds, and Scents! This week of Teddy Bear Camp 

will explore our senses with Ms. Blaney. Through tactile activities, testing our 

sniffers, and tasting some new and unique treats we will unlock a whole new 

world of senses. Campers will be so busy enjoying water play, games, stories, 

songs, and crafts that there will be no time for your little bear to hibernate! 

Campers will also enjoy the chance to create their own special bear that we hope 

will be a life-long friend and memory from Summer 2020!  

2. Into the Woods Adventure  

a. Spend the week exploring the natural beauty of WT’s Northbound Trails. This 

nature immersion camp is designed to foster physical, emotional, and mental 

balance through an authentic connection with the natural world. Activities may 

include plant and animal awareness, nature games and crafts, creating secret 

hideouts in the forest, making forest decorations, nature journaling, and 

storytelling. This camp is held completely outdoors. Bring your wellies and your 

raincoat if it looks like the weather will be wet. We also ask that campers bring an 

extra set of clothes – just in case! 
b. Lead Instructor:  Marie Forst, WT Pre-Kindergarten Teacher 

 

3. Magic Treehouse Journey through Time 

a. Jack…Annie…and YOU! Campers will experience magic, myth, history, and 

mystery every day! Our adventures will allow us to explore through time, space, 

and different cultures. As we climb into our own magic treehouse, we will be 

whisked away by stories and clues that involve games, riddles, codes,  and 

projects that will ultimately lead to solved problems and completed missions! 

4. NEW! Art Attack: Monster Party 

a. Campers – get ready to paint, bend, mold, cut, glue, and create! This program 

will include amazing art projects with a special focus on your very own 

magnificent monster! What does your monster do for fun? How many legs does it 

have? Does it live in the treetops or under your bed? We will find out together as 



 
we bring our very own monster to life!  We will create drawings, paintings, hear 

monster tales and explore how our monsters live and play. One thing is for sure, 

this week will be a monstrous amount of fun!  

5. NEW! Robotic Games and Engineering Challenge  

a. Have you ever wanted to create a game for robots? Do you like to build 

architectural structures and test their ability to stand? Have you ever wanted to 

compete in a hexbug or brush bot battle? Bring your creative mind and questions 

to Robot Games and Engineering Challenge this week as we explore the world of 

robotics through different programs including Scratch, Makey Makey, and MORE!  

6. NEW! cARTboard Party! 

a. This camp will celebrate what might be our favorite commonplace material. 

Cardboard is structurally strong and yet easy to cut, fold and bend. In this camp, 

we will learn how to use cardboard to make structures both large and looming 

and small and precise. We will use corrugations, precise scorrings and tab 

techniques to create our own cardboard dreamworlds! 

7. Make...Believe Science Lab 

a. Once upon a time, a magical camp was created just for problem-solving campers 

entering PK and K in the Fall. These campers were challenged to engineer 

endings to their favorite fairy tales, and conquer unexpected challenges that 

occurred within the stories they heard. Campers used their imaginations and 

scientific minds to help design a house that couldn’t be blown down, build a chair 

that was just right for Goldilocks, construct a bridge that helped to protect three 

billy goats from one old, angry troll, and so much more! They used their magical 

powers to problem solve, design, and create solutions that SAVED THE DAY! 

...And they lived happily ever after. 

8. Bubble Bonanza 

a. Ever thought of bubbles as being designed by an engineer? Campers are going 

to explore one of our favorite summer activities and take a step back to fully 

understand how bubbles work. Each day bubble engineers will use the 

engineering design process to work together to solve challenges and answer 

questions like: What do you add to keep the bubble from popping? What is the 

best bubble wand shape or material? What is the best bubble solution? 

b. Lead Instructor: Rebecca Farrand, WT Computer Science Teacher 

9. Nothing but Net Jr. Basketball Clinic 

a. Game On! Join internationally-known Coach Brown as she teaches the basics of 

shooting, passing, dribbling, defense, and conditioning. This camp will focus on 

more than just your average basketball game. Through drills, games, and fun, 

campers will leave knowing more than just the sport but also about themselves 

as team players. No prior play needed, this camp is for any active camper! 

b. Lead Instructor: Jimyse Brown 10’, WT Program Partner 

10. NEW! Meet the Greeks  



 
a. Let your imagination set sail as we go back to B.C.and explore the world of 

ancient Greeks and mythology. Curious campers, join us as detectives and sort 

through clues about Greek mythology, the Olympic games, Greek warfare, and 

the day to day life of the Grecian people. Campers will spend time creating art 

projects linked to the Trojan horse, Greek pottery, and find out what happens to a 

hero who doesn’t listen to an oracle. Don’t miss this classic opportunity to bring 

the past to life. 

 

11. NEW! Art Around the World Sr. 

a. Global artists will explore art, craft, and culture during this week of art and “travel” 

around the world! We will explore art and projects linked to Japan, China, India, 

Ghana, and beyond! Projects may include (but not be limited to) dreamcatchers, 

origami, dot paintings, lanterns, mandalas, woven and dyed fabrics, and more. 

Your international artist will create quite a portfolio of work to share with family 

and friends at the end of this weeklong artistic adventure! 

b.  Lead Instructor: Mila Panizzi, WT Camp Faculty 

12. Gone for a Run 

a. This camp program is designed to offer fun and fitness for campers as well as an 

introduction to the lifelong sport of running and cross-country. Each day, we will 

involve a focus on “going the distance” with race and training strategies, as well 

as games to keep things challenging and fun! Our goal will be to log a half 

marathon by the end of the week (13.1 miles)! In addition, we will learn about 

proper nutrition, hydration, and training tips and will learn from experts about the 

correct equipment so that you can maximize your performance. All campers must 

arrive at camp each day with running shoes and a water bottle. 

 

 
 

June 22-26 PM Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

Gnome and Fairy Adventure PK, K Marie Forst 

Reading Adventures with Super Why! PK, K, 1 Taryn H 

Puddle Jumping with Peppa PK K,1 Emily Onorato 

Curious George: Curious about Science K, 1,2 Kim Blaney 

NEW! Around the World Art Jr. K 1 2 Mila Panizzi 

Just for Kicks!  1,2 Mary Beth Arcuri 

American Girl: Melody 2,3,4 Betsy Lamitina 



 

Math Mind Matrix: Create and Challenge 2,3,4 Mary Arcuri 

Video Game Design 3,4,5 Rebecca Farrand 

Nothing but Net Sr. Basketball Clinic 3,4,5 Jimyse Brown 

NEW! cARTboard Party 3,4,5 Emily Newman 

 
June 22-26 PM 

13. Gnome and Fairy Adventure 

a. Join us for an enchanted week of discovery with gnomes and fairies who live in 

the wild sections of WT’s Nature Playground. We will look for clues of their 

habitats and try our hand at creating fairy and gnome houses to entice their 

visits. This week of joyful fantasy will include many gnome and fairy tales as well 

as crafts, games, and dramatic play. Campers will spend most of their time 

outdoors, so please pack your hiking shoes, and be ready for a magical time! 

14. Reading Adventures with Super WHY! 

a. Calling all Super Readers! Get ready for a reading adventure with Super WHY! 

Join the characters from the PBS show Super WHY! and jump into stories and 

solve problems using Alphabet Power, Word  Power,  Spelling Power, and 

Reading Power. Campers will create their own stories and fairy tales and take on 

Super WHY! Superhero powers. Don’t miss out on this chance to have a super 

great time with reading and words! 

b. Lead Instructor: Taryn Haluszczak, WT Kindergarten Teacher 

15. Puddle Jumping with Peppa 

a. Come laugh and play with Peppa, Suzy, and friends! We will take time to play in 

the outdoors, play dress up, explore friendship, and learn valuable lessons. 

Warning: Campers will be so busy enjoying water play, games, stories, songs, 

and crafts that there will be no time for your little pig to rest! 

b. Lead Instructor: Emily Onorato ’12, WT Camp Faculty 

16. Curious George: Curious about Science 

a. Curious about science? So is George! Each day, campers will explore themes 

from the popular PBS show, Curious George, and will focus on building, 

constructing, and investigating earth sciences. Fun, hands-on activities will 

include designing and making your own kite, constructing bridges, and designing 

bird feeders. 

b. Lead Instructor: Kimberly Blaney, WT Kindergarten Teacher 

17. NEW! Art Around the World Jr.  

a. Young artists will explore art, craft, and culture during this week of art and “travel” 

around the world! We will explore art and projects linked to Japan, China, India, 

Ghana, and beyond! Projects may include (but not be limited to) dreamcatchers, 

origami, dot paintings, lanterns, mandalas, woven and dyed fabrics, and more. 

Your international artist will create quite a portfolio of work to share with family 

and friends at the end of this weeklong artistic adventure! 



 
b.  Lead Instructor: Mila Panizzi, WT Camp Faculty 

18. Just for Kicks! 

a. Calling all active young athletes to WT Summer Camp! Have a blast playing and 

learning about sports and teamwork. Each day we will focus on a new sport, 

physical conditioning, learning about health and nutrition. This highly physical 

afternoon will guarantee that your camper sleeps well each night. Campers 

should bring a water bottle and wear clothing that can get muddy, stained, and 

drenched with sweat. Game on! 

19. American Girl: Melody 

a. Calling All American Girls: This is a camp that has been created just for you! 

Together we will take a jump into the 1960s with Melody Ellison and explore her 

life as a powerful, resilient, joyful, and strong American Girl growing up during the 

Civil Rights Era. Campers will discover Melody’s history through Motown music, 

leadership, and inspiring activities. Each day will be full of different stories, 

games, and projects that are linked to Melody’s life. As we take a peek into her 

world, campers will find their individual, special talents and gifts, as courageous 

leaders and friends—just like Melody! 

b. Lead Instructor:  Elizabeth Lamitina, WT Language Arts Teacher 

20. Math Mind Matrix: Create and Challenge 

a. Math Mind Matrix is BACK and ready to dive even deeper into the world of 

challenges and creativity. This amazing math-themed camp experience will 

inspire campers to explore, experiment, and create works of art using math 

concepts. Geometry will come to a colorful life as we create geoboards! 

Cityscapes will be created using multiplication arrays and pi skylines! We will 

also use repetitive patterns and folds to create Greek vases and columns and we 

will manipulate the diameter, radius, and circumference of circles to create 

mosaic tile designs. Take advantage of this opportunity to explore math through 

art. This experience may set your young summer mathematician on a new 

trajectory! 

21. Video Game Design  

a. Calling all gamers! Have you ever wished you could play a game with a giant 

taco running through the woods? … Probably not, but, let your imagination run 

wild as you create the game of your dreams. Campers will work through the 

gaming process as they design their storyline, build characters, and have them 

come to life on the screen. The best part? Campers will have a game that they 

can continue to develop throughout the summer and beyond! 

b. Lead Instructor: Rebecca Farrand, WT Computer Science Teacher 

22. Nothing but Net Sr. Basketball Clinic 

a. Game On! Join international star Coach Jimyse Brown as she teaches the basics 

of shooting, passing, dribbling, defense, and conditioning. This camp will focus 

on more than just your average basketball game. Through drills, games, and fun 



 
campers will leave knowing more than just the sport but also about themselves 

as team players. No prior play needed, this camp is for any active camper! 

b. Lead Instructor: Jimyse Brown ’10, WT Program Partner 

23. NEW! cARTboard party  

a. This camp will celebrate what might be our favorite commonplace material. 

Cardboard is structurally strong and yet easy to cut, fold and bend. In this camp, 

we will learn how to use cardboard to make structures both large and looming 

and small and precise. We will use corrugations, precise scorrings and tab 

techniques to create our own cardboard dreamworlds! 

 

June 22-26 Full Day Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

NEW! Pizza Party! 3,4,5 Steph Flati 

AT CITY CAMPUS NEW! Trail Blazers!  4,5 Amy Skelly and Jeremy 
Mangan 

 

FULL DAY June 22-26 

24. NEW! Pizza Party 

a. Did you know Americans eat 100 acres of pizza a day or 46 slices a year?! Join 

chef Flati in the kitchen for a week-long pizza party! We will spend the week 

working on our pizza intake as we learn about different doughs from traditional to 

cauliflower with unique toppings. Campers will experiment with different forms of 

pizza from pizza bread, pizza rolls, and pizza cones! What will your favorite 

topping be? 

@ CITY CAMPUS FULL DAY June 22-26 

25. TRAIL-BLAZERS 

a. Meet every day at CITY CAMPUS and get ready to blaze some of Pittsburgh’s 

most exciting and surprising trails! From north to south and east to west we will 

hike, paddle, splash, and snack our way through parks in our beautiful city of 

Pittsburgh!  Our days will be filled with history, adventure, and shenanigans from 

our fearless leaders Mr. Mangan and Mrs. Skelly as we pack our adventure bags 

(with homemade snacks) and hit the trails in this active camp! 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 June 29-July 3 CAMPS AND DESCRIPTIONS 
 

June 29- July 3 AM Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

NEW! Teddy Bear Camp: Counts 3, PK Elizabeth Friedman 

NEW! LLAMA LLAMA: Goes to Camp PK,K,1 Kassandra Humbersopn 

NEW! Wilderness Wanderers  PK K 1 Katie Pless 

Rainbow Kaleidoscope PK,K,1 Theresa Fox 

NEW! Clay, Coils, and Kilns Jr. K, 1, 2 Emily Newman 

Recess All Day Jr. 1,2 Joe Bergin 

Monster Machine MAKEr 2,3,4 Jeremy Mangan 

NEW! Space Lab 2,3,4 Eco Explorers 

NEW! Senior S’more out of Summer: BACKYARD 
SHENANIGANS 3,4,5 LL BEAN 

Needle Felting Workshop 3,4,5 Mila Panizzi 

Cupcake Conversion 3,4,5 Brianna Nichols 

Ukulele Studio 3,4,5 Dante Romito 

NEW! Creative Convention 3,4,5 Rachel Cunningham 

 
JUNE 29- July 3 AM 

1. NEW! Teddy Bear- Counts 

○ A WT summer camp tradition for our youngest campers is back with a new twist! 

This week of Teddy Bear Camp will celebrate NUMBERS!  Campers will engage 

with counting in a number of different ways. Each day number detectives will 

uncover new ways numbers are using our day-to-day life. Through cooking, art, 

games, and more these mathematicians will see numbers come to life!  Campers 

will be so busy enjoying water play, games, stories, songs, and crafts that there 

will be no time for your little bear to hibernate! Campers will also enjoy the 

chance to create their own numerical pal that we hope will be a life-long friend to 

help them remember their time at Teddy Bear Camp 2020! 

2. NEW! LLAMA LLAMA - Goes to Camp 

○ Join Llama Llama, Mama Llama, Nelly Gnu, Gilroy Goat, and the rest of the 

Llama Llama crew as we spend this week playing and exploring. Campers will 

learn the importance of friendship, sharing, and using your imagination. Each day 



 
will be filled with crafts, songs, snacks, and stories. We will share our own fuzzy 

Llamas during our red pajama day party 

3. NEW! Wilderness Wanderers  

○ Spend the week as Nature Explorers on WT’s Northbound Trails and Hartwood 

Acers navigating all the nooks and surprises it has to offer. We will stop to feel, 

smell, and listen to the woods, explore the different types of leaves, see if we can 

spot any signs of creatures, work on our natural artwork. Explorers will be out 

and about all day and in light rain or shine. One thing is for sure; your camper will 

end the week with many new games to play and a deeper love for the woods! 

Please be sure to pack an extra set of clothes that can get dirty and keep an eye 

on the weather. 

4. Rainbow Kaleidoscope  

○ You will not forget this COLORFUL camp experience! We will explore COLOR 

through games, activities, projects, challenges, art adventures, scavenger hunts, 

and more. We will study the color wheel and investigate how different colors 

make us feel. Projects and fun will abound! All aboard the color train with Ms. 

Fox! 

○ Lead Instructor:  Theresa Fox, WT Third Grade Teacher 

5. NEW! Clay, Coils and Kilns Jr. 

○ Let’s roll up our sleeves and sink our hands into soft, cool clay! In this camp, we 

will be up to our elbows as we slip, score, and slice our way through the week. 

Potters will explore the basics of clay, learning about processes and procedures 

and creating original works of art. Clay pieces will be inspired by faces, animals, 

nature, useful objects, and artistic imagination.  

6. Recess All Day Jr. 

○ It may be summertime but that doesn’t mean you still can’t enjoy the most active 

part of the school day… RECESS! Get your sweatbands ready for this epic week 

of high action fun. Active campers will play dodgeball, tag, hopscotch, SPUD, 

four square and other break time classics. Campers will learn the rules of each 

game, how to play as a team, and how to be respectful spectators for their fellow 

players. 

○ Lead Instructor: Joe Bergin, WT Physical Education Teacher 

7. Monster Machine MAKEer 

○ So, “what is a machine?” Is it as complex as a robot or as simple as a ladder? 

During this week, campers will explore this question as they tinker and create 

with monsters on their minds. These scientists will learn how to make simple 

circuits, sketch, and design their original monster machine to put on display for 

the whole camp to admire. They will use reusable materials, motors, and more as 

they work together and as a team through trial and error to see how inventive 

they can be with their new circuit knowledge. 

○ Lead Instructor: Jeremy Mangan, WT Fourth Grade Teacher 



 
8. NEW! Space Lab 

○ Get ready for an awesome week of intergalactic adventure at Winchester Thurston! 

In our space lab, we’ll take on the role of space explorers, discovering planets, 

stars, black holes, light, and space-time through hands-on activities, games, labs 

and crafts. Find out what it would be like to spend a day on Venus, what makes our 

sun special compared to other stars and much more. We’ll launch meteorites and 

study their impact, build rockets to launch into the sky, design rovers to explore 

distant lands, and even prepare to create a settlement on Mars! We’ll bend our 

reality by exploring the futuristic technology of 3D imagery and will even make our 

very own hologram projectors! 

○ Lead Instructor:  Holly Bomba, Eco Explorers,  WT Program Partner 

 

9. NEW! Senior S’more out of Summer: NORTH CAMPUS BACKYARD 

SHENANIGANS 

○ We spend so much of our time indoors so the goal of this week is to make the 
most of each of the long warm summer days by filling them with scavenger 
hunts, catching bugs, playing chase, making friends, and skills for making the 
most out of camping in the backyard.  And best of all, our trusted L.L.Bean 
instructors will give you ideas for you and your family to get S’more out of 
summer! 

10. Needle Felting 

○ Come create amazing works of art using nothing but wool and a needle. This 

week campers will learn the basics of needle felting while creating 2D and 3D 

works of art. Each day will bring a new technique to help with our projects. We 

will create animals, people, landscapes, or any wild creation that comes to mind 

while experimenting with different colors,  textures,  and shapes, as we navigate 

our new felting skills. Felters will work together to create a permanent installation 

for one of our beautiful outdoor classrooms. Everyone will leave with their own 

needle felting kit to continue building beautiful creations for years to come. This is 

sure to be a hit for anyone, from the crafty camper to those who are still 

searching for their creative niche. 

○ Lead Instructor: Mila Panizzi, WT Camp Faculty 

11. Cupcake Conversion 

○ Cupcakes are not just for celebrations anymore. This week forget everything you 

thought you knew about those sugary treats! We are going to learn to create 

entire meals in that amazing circular shape we all know and love. Campers will 

cover everything from the average sweet cupcake, to breakfast cupcakes, 

spaghetti and meatball cupcakes, with some extra surprises in between. As we 

create our mini-masterpieces, campers will experiment with complementary 

flavors and ingredients and will learn essential cooking tips and tricks. Campers 

will wrap up the week with their own cupcake liners and a cookbook to remember 

their delicious recipes. 



 
○ Lead Instructor: Brianna Nichols,  

12. Ukulele Studio 

○ Take time to learn a new instrument or improve your skills on the ukulele this 

summer! This camp experience includes a brand new ukulele for each camper to 

design and learn from! All campers will learn the basics of playing ukulele: how to 

hold it, tuning, strumming, chords, songs, and more. We will learn to play 

individually and as a group. We will celebrate with a brief concert for our fellow 

campers on Friday! 

○ Dante Romito 

13. NEW! Creative Convention  

○ A bundle of brown paper bags? Ordinary cups? Balsa wood? How would you 

turn these everyday objects into something, new, and extraordinary? What do 

piggy banks, flowerpots, marble mazes, fidget spinners, and bird feeders all have 

in common? You can make your very own out of recycled bottles! This week 

campers will use their creative eye to look at objects they use and throw away 

every day and use them to create beautiful and useful works of art! 

June 29- July 3 PM Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

Magic School Bus PK, K, Elizabeth Freidman 

NEW! Pajama Heroes! PK, K Kassandra Humberson 

NEW! Seeds of Kindness PK, K,1 Bonnie Weiss 

NEW! No-Bake Kitchen K, 1,2 Brianna Nichols 

NEW! What are the odds? K, 1, 2 Rachel Cunningham 

NEW! Junior Outdoor Tykes and Tents with 
L.L.Bean  1, 2 LL BEAN 

Sticks and Stones Art Studio 1,2,3 Katie Pless 

Feline Frenzy 2,3,4 Mila Panizzi 

Jedi Knight Training 3,4,5 Steve Cooper 

NEW! Clay, Coils, and Kilns SR. 3,4,5 Emily Newman 

Recess All Day Sr. 3,4,5 Joe Bergin 

NEW! EcoSystem Science Lab 4,5 Eco Explorers 

 
JUNE 29- July 3 PM  

14. Magic School Bus  

○ Magic School Bus Adventures, get out there and explore! Each day campers will 

heed the directive from the beloved Ms. Frizzle as we board the imaginary WT 

Camp Magic Bus and embark on science challenges and adventures! Ms. 

Freidman will add her own unique “Frizzle Sizzle” to each day’s session. We will 



 
investigate land, space, and sea in our science lab through stories, games, 

challenges, and activities. In the words of Ms. Frizzle, we will “Take chances! 

Make Mistakes! And Get Messy!” 

15. NEW! Pajama  Heroes 

○ We don’t have to wait for nightfall to enjoy the expeditions of Gekko, Owlette, and 

Catboy! Join your favorite masked heroes as we join their ranks in our own super 

adventures this week as we keep camp safe from Romeo!  Campers will discover 

their unique super identity as they are granted power through the magic WT 

Summer Camp crystal. What do you think your superpower be this week? 

16. NEW! SEEDS OF KINDNESS   

○ This fun new offering for our youngest campers is an exploration of the 

intersection of mindfulness and environmental studies. Students will enjoy 

stories. EcoArt projects, games, songs, and plenty of time in nature while 

learning about self-regulation, social-emotional skills, and stewardship of the 

planet. Are you ready to travel the world? Each day we will focus on traditions 

from around the globe to explore how every culture is connected to a mindful way 

of life.  

○ Lead Instructor: Bonnie Weiss, WT Camp Faculty 

17. NEW! Junior Outdoor Tykes and Tents with L.L.Bean  

○ Each day we will explore a new part of Winchester Thurston’s magical backyard 

or Hartwood Acres’ majestic trails and we’ll engage our imaginations with a 

different nature story or theme followed by related outdoor activities, games or 

crafts. Don’t forget to pack your creativity cap! 

○ LL Bean 

18. NEW! No-Bake Kitchen 

○ Tie those aprons up and prepare to get messy this week as we dive into recipes 

that require no oven!  Campers will spend the week learning new recipes to 

share at home. From soups to sweet treats, you will be astounded what these 

chefs create sans oven. Not to worry, campers will create recipe keepsake books 

to make these delicacies again and again.   

19. NEW! What are the odds?  

○ Love numbers, solving puzzles, writing riddles, and playing games? This is a 

camp created just for YOU! Join us this week for amazing and epic math games. 

Some will be old classics like dominoes and others will be new and exciting 

adventures created by YOU the camper. Solve, spiral, sum, and roll our way 

through this week of numerical games!  

20. Sticks and Stones Art Studio 

○ …May break your bones but we will be sure to keep your campers safe as we 

spend this week collecting nature’s gifts and turning them into fun and unique art 

forms. We will collect pebbles, sticks, leaves, and other natural wonders in our 

treasure bags. With our materials, we will paint, play, cut, glue, and create games 



 
and works of art. Campers will leave with creations including a collection of story 

stones, framed pebble art, an original stick figure, and a renewed connection to 

the natural world. This is sure to be one marvelous week and will have your 

campers finding art all around! 

○ Lead Instructor:  Katie Pless, WT Second Grade Teacher 

21. Feline Frenzy  

○ Meow! Calling all cat lovers, this week we will dive claw first into all things cats! 

Campers will spend their days reading stories about cats big and small, creating 

cat related crafts, designing toys for the local animal shelter, and learning 

important basics of how to take care of your feline friends. Campers will get a 

chance to put their new knowledge to the test when some furry friends come to 

visit. One thing’s for sure, this camp is going to be the cat’s meow!  

22. Jedi Knight Training 

○ A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away, the Jedi Knights were the guardians of 

peace and justice in the galaxy. Padawan apprentices are campers who are in 

training to become Jedi Knights. In our training camp, the young Padawans will 

participate in problem-solving challenges that support the Jedi Code toward a 

peaceful and cooperative galactic society. Based on the Star Wars® movies, the 

activities will be physical in nature and will include character role-playing, 

lightsaber fencing drills, movie trivia, and related discussions. Will the Jedi 

Counsel find you fit to become a Jedi? Time will predict if, succeed, you will. 

Yeesssssss. 

○ Lead Instructor: Steve Cooper, WT P.E. Teacher, School Nurse, and Jedi 

Master; Program Assistant: Grand Master, Ellis James ’18 

 

23. NEW! EcoSystem Science Lab 

○ Come celebrate the wonder of our natural world as we unravel the mysteries of 

ecosystems through a variety of experiments, activities, games, and crafts! We 

will discover amazing plant and animal adaptations and the sometimes extreme 

strategies of living things to survive!  There are challenges and problems to 

solve, and we need the help of our young scientists to design an anti-venom for a 

mock venomous snakebite. We'll decipher the secrets of soil with scientific tests, 

learn all about our local waterways, peer through microscopes at the very small 

and fly a very large solar balloon into the sky! 

24. Clay, Coils, and Kilns SR 

○ Let’s roll up our sleeves and sink our hands into soft, cool clay! In this camp, we 

will be up to our elbows as we slip, score, and slice our way through the week. 

Potters will explore the basics of clay, learning about processes and procedures 

and creating original works of art. Clay pieces will be inspired by faces, animals, 

nature, useful objects, and artistic imagination.  



 
 

25. Recess All Day Sr.  

○ It may be summertime but that doesn’t mean you still can’t enjoy the most active 

part of the school day… RECESS! Get your sweatbands ready for this epic week 

of high action fun. Active campers will play dodgeball, tag, hopscotch, SPUD, 

four square and other break time classics. Campers will learn the rules to each 

game, how to play as a team, and how to be respectful spectators for their fellow 

players. 

○ Lead Instructor: Joe Bergin, WT Physical Education Teacher  

June 29- July 3 Full Day Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

AT CITY CAMPUS Sports Management with 
SPARK 

4,5 SPARK Business 
Academy 

 

FULL DAY SESSION @ City Campus 

26. Sports management with SPARK  

○ For the sports lover, future team General Manager, sports team owner or 

ESPN analyst, this unique program will “show you the money” in sports! 

Campers participate in fun mock drafts for various sports and analyze 

different sports topics, including the value of sports teams, athlete 

compensation, college sports, endorsements, the Nike vs Under Armour 

competition, sports agents, the Super Bowl, e-sports and more! 

Spark business 

 

July 6-10 CAMPS AND DESCRIPTIONS 
 

 

July 6-10 AM Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

Teddy Bear Camp: Engineers 3, PK Rebecca Farrand 

Fancy Nancy Extravaganza PK, K Emily Marcellus 

Curious George: Curious About Music PK, K Lisa Marcellus 

NEW! Little Dragons: Tae Kwon Do K, 1 
Young Brothers Tae 
Kwon Do 



 

NEW! International Games K 1,2 Kira Senedak 

BeaDAZZLE 1,2 Elizabeth Friedman 

NEW! Jr. Scratch: Ninja Adventures 1, 2 Drobots 

NEW! Let’s Build: Lego Community  1,2 Tisa Schuit 

NEW! Confection Concoctions 2,3,4 Jessica Potts 

NEW! Tae Kwon Dragons 2,3,4,5 
Young Brothers Tae 
Kwon Do 

Guitar JAM! 3,4,5 Dante Romito 

NEW! Sweet as PIE! 3,4,5 Brianna Nichols 

NEW! All Ball 3,4,5 Jimyse Brown 

 
 

JULY 6-10 AM 

1. Teddy Bear Camp:Engineer 

a. Calling all inquisitive campers! In this camp we will explore, problem solve, fail 

and try again! Each day will be filled with challenges designed specifically for our 

youngest campers. They will get the chance to experience hands-on problem 

solving, working together, and exploring solutions on their own as they navigate 

the early engineering world. Building problem solving and critical thinking skills, 

students will share their unique ideas and put them into practice each day! This is 

a great way to introduce your campers to the science and technology language 

while doing what they know how to do best- playing, creating, and making 

messes! 

b. Lead Instructor: Rebecca Farrand, WT Computer Science Teacher 

2. Fancy Nancy Extravaganza 

a. Ooo-la-la! This exquisite camp will delight fans of Fancy Nancy and campers who 

are simply ready to have an extravagant time! Learn etiquette (that’s fancy for 

manners), transform plain art projects into fancy ones (all it takes is some glitter 

and sparkle), host a tea party, play dress-up, explore new vocabulary, and have 

loads of fun while making fancy new friends! 

 

3. Curious George: Curious about music  

a. Curious about music? So is George! Each day, campers will explore themes from 

the popular PBS show Curious George and will focus on creating instruments, 

exploring instruments that are available in our summer music studio, and learning 

about how music is made – right along with George. Fun, hands-on activities will 

include creating a recycled band, custom designing mallets for the xylophone, 

making a conductor’s wand, and so much more.  

b. Lead Instructor: Lisa Marcellus, WT Camp Faculty 



 
c.  

4. NEW! Little Dragons: Tae Kwon Do 

a. Hiyah! Pow! Kablam! Kihaa! No matter how you say it, prepare to have a good 

time! Campers will kick off their shoes and join an exciting Tae Kwon Do training 

session like no other. Children will work with fourth degree black belt Master 

Brianne Norris and new Tae Kwon Do friends as they strengthen their minds and 

bodies. Students will learn discipline, respect, and self-defense during this 

program. Get ready to yell, kick, punch, and even break a board this week at WT 

Summer Camp!  

5. NEW! International Games 

a. Grab your luggage and passport and join us for an exciting journey around the 

world. Each day we will explore a country from one of the seven continents. We 

will “travel” to learn the geography, history, and culture of its people. Then the fun 

will begin as we explore the different ways kids are entertaining themselves all 

over the world! This camp gives new meaning to the term “globetrotter!” Bonus: 

No extra fee for first-class travel! 

b. Lead Instructor: Kira Senedak, WT Middle School Librarian 

6. BEADazzle 

a. Beading, braiding, knotting, stamping and MORE! This week, campers will have 

a chance to work on their fine motor skills and explore the art of making 

necklaces, rings, keychains, friendship bracelets, and other beaded magic. Some 

we will keep forever and others we will hold as memories as we feel the joy in 

gifting our handmade pieces. We will create one-of-a-kind jewelry boxes to store 

our unique creations from this week. If you enjoy making, wearing, or sharing 

jewelry, this class is for you!   

b. Lead Instructor: Elizabeth Friedman, WT 1st grade teacher  

7. JR. SCRATCH NINJA ADVENTURES 

a. In this introductory program and using Scratch, campers will make games, apps 

and movies, including Fruit Ninjas, Pong, and Breakout. Scratch was originally 

created at MIT and offers a simple environment for campers to learn about 

general programming concepts (ie: loops, conditions and variables) as well as 

how to build coding projects. While definitely a beginner’s program, this camp will 

build the foundation and confidence campers need to learn about programming. 

At the end of the week, campers will have learned the basic concepts to explore 

and work through problem-solving activities individually and as a collaborative 

group. 

b. Lead Instructor: Drobots, WT Program Partner 

 

8. NEW! Let’s Build:  Lego community 

a. What do you think a community needs? A place to live,  green space, a grocery 

store, or maybe a unicorn space station? This community can have it all as we 



 
challenge the imagination of our young engineers! Our goal will be to build an 

ideal community with LEGO bricks. Along the way, we will learn fun LEGO facts, 

explore new building techniques that require hinges, joints, and architectural 

challenges that will support the creation of our brick community! Students will 

create some projects that come home and others that are a part of our Friday 

convention.   

9. NEW!  Confection Concoctions 

a. Grab your goggles, your lab coats, and your senses and get ready to get sticky 

as we build, taste, bake and ask ourselves, can something as delicious as 

dessert really be science? This week young scientists will break the first rule of 

the science lab as they are encouraged to taste their experiments while we 

hypothesizing the outcomes. Is it possible to make a cookie float? Can we use 

the sun to make a delicious s’ more? What does it take to turn something from a 

liquid to a solid?   

10. NEW! Tae Kwon Dragons   

a. Hiyah! Pow! Kablam! Kihaa! No matter how you say it, prepare to have a good 

time! Campers will kick off their shoes and join an exciting Tae Kwon Do training 

session like no other. Children will work with fourth degree black belt Master 

Brianne Norris and new Tae Kwon Do friends as they strengthen their minds and 

bodies. Students will learn discipline, respect, and self-defense during this 

program. Get ready to yell, kick, punch, and even break a board this week at WT 

Summer Camp! 

11. Guitar Jam Workshop 

a. Let’s Jam! Campers will learn the basics of guitar, how to read music, basic 

chords, and improvisation. By the end of our week together, students will have 

the foundation necessary to be able to play songs and jam with friends. Campers 

can bring their own equipment or use the instruments that we have on campus. 

Take advantage of this opportunity to learn guitar basics before committing to 

investing in an instrument and private music lessons 
b. Lead Instructor:  Dante Romito, Professional  Musician & WT Music Instructor 

12. NEW! Sweet as PIE!  

a. Campers won’t be able to keep their pie holes shut about this camp! Join us for a 

baking extravaganza as we spend our days making decadent pies. From sweet 

to savory, bakers will experiment with new flavors, spices, and fillings as they 

design their perfect pie. While we wait for our pies to cook bakers will transform 

into artists as they work on pie plate art and designing recipe books.  

 

13. NEW! All Ball  

a. Campers will have a ball this week as they learn new skills in classic sports. Each 

day will involve warm-up games as campers get their bodies ready to run bases, 

score goals, defend shots, and get into the mindset of athletes. Our days will be 



 
spent under the shade of Aunt Maple and in the Gaga pit, be prepared for LOTS of 

fun activity.  

 

July 6-10 PM Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

NEW! Things That Go PK, K Rebecca Farrand 

BeaDAZZLE Jr. pk, k Elizabeth Friedman 

NEW! DINO-myte PK, K Tisa Schuit 

NEW! Little Songbirds PK, K, 1 Lisa Marcellus 

If You Give a Camper a Canteen...Camp!  K,1 Kira Senedak 

Astronaut Academy K,1,2 Emily Marcellus 

Cookie Monster Kitchen 1,2,3 Brianna Nichols 

NEW! Intro to Minecraft-mod creation 1,2,3 Drobots 

gARTen Studio 2,3,4 Jessica Potts 

NEW! Outdoor STEAM with Venture Outdoors @ 
WT     3,4,5 Venture Outdoors 

NEW! Drills and Skills 3,4,5 Jimyse Brown 

Jedi Knight Training 3,4,5 Steve Cooper 

 
JULY 6-9  PM  

14. NEW! things that go 

a. Planes, trains, automobiles...spaceships, robots, boats, helicopters, monster 

trucks, hot air balloons, and so many more! This week we will be exploring all 

things that GO! Some are familiar and others will be new one-of-a-kind vehicles 

from our young WT Summer Camp inventors. Come create with us as we learn 

about just what it takes to get our vehicles moving 

15. BEADazzle JR 

a. Beading, braiding, knotting, stamping and MORE! This week, our youngest 

campers will have a chance to work on their fine motor skills and explore the art 

of making necklaces, rings, keychains, friendship bracelets, and other beaded 

magic. Some we will keep forever and others we will hold as memories as we 

feel the joy in gifting our handmade pieces. We will create one-of-a-kind jewelry 

boxes to store our unique creations from this week. If you enjoy making, wearing, 

or sharing jewelry, this class is for you!   

b. Lead Instructor: Elizabeth Friedman, WT 1st grade teacher 

16. NEW! DINO-myte 

a. Why can you never tell if there is a Pterodactyl in your bathroom? … Because their 

P is silent! Get ready to laugh, learn and explore as we take a ride back in time to 



 
prehistoric times. This week young paleontologists will put on their protective 

goggles and dig for bones, learn about dinosaur habitats, and uncover mysteries 

of history. Campers will learn about the prehistoric world and dinosaurs through 

crafts, games, stories, and daily dino activities.  

17. NEW! Little Songbirds  

a. Do you love to sing and love nature!? Do you want to share your passion and 

talent with others? If you answered yes to these questions, boy do we have the 

summer experience for you! This program will provide opportunities for students 

to sing, play outdoors, and express themselves with music! Campers will help to 

select songs from a variety of different genres of music and work on a small 

performance for their camp peers. You provide the talent and passion, and we’ll 

provide the outlet! 

18. If You Give a Camper a Canteen…Camp! 

a. Our camp adventures will be inspired by Laura Joffe Numeroff’s best-selling book 

series If You Give a…, involving a mouse, a pig, a dog, a moose, and a cat! We 

will take a journey each day as we follow the adventures of the story characters. 

As a special bonus, we will make homemade pancakes, donuts, muffins, and 

cookies! Campers will also work as a team to create a unique, whimsical, and 

brave story about the journey of a camper when you give him/ her a canteen. 

19. Astronaut Academy  

a. Houston, we have a problem...this camp is going to be OUT OF THIS WORLD. 

Are you ready to learn what it takes to become an astronaut on a journey to 

Mars? This week you will need to learn to be a pilot; ready for take-off. A 

scientist; ready to collect samples and conduct experiments in space. An 

engineer; ready to help your fellow astronauts when problems arise on the ship. 

And be able to test your physical and mental abilities as you explore the 

weightless universe. Are you ready for your training?   

20. Cookie Monster Kitchen 

a. C is for Camp AND C is for Cookie! We will explore several recipes each day and 

will mix, roll, cut, fill, and decorate cookies, cookies, and more cookies. We will 

sample our creations, but rest assured…the majority of the fruits of our labor will 

make their way home in our cookie bags each day! This camp will also host a 

Pittsburgh- tradition “cookie table” at the Friday lunch session! 

21. NEW! Intro to Minecraft-Mod Creation  

a. In this junior Minecraft camp, young campers will learn how to use Java 

(programming language) to make custom mods such as the amazing axe that 

shoots fireballs, as well as an awesome repulsion shield that throws enemies into 

the air. The ultimate goal of this program is to ensure campers are having fun 

while learning new concepts to progress their learning and build confidence 

coding, so they 



 
may prepare for the next learning opportunity in the future, all while having fun! No prior 

experience with Minecraft necessary. 

Lead Instructor: Dorbots, WT Program Partner 

22. gARTen Studio 

a. Outdoors + Art = gARTen Studio! Campers will create works of art that enhance 

outdoor spaces – whether it is a garden, deck, wooded area, porch, or rooftop! 

We will explore projects such as colorful wind chimes, birdhouses, sun catchers, 

garden stones, and so much more. Campers will work with all sorts of unique 

materials to create an outdoor art exhibit that will live well beyond summer 2020! 

This is one hands-on, dirty camp! 

23. NEW! Outdoor STEAM 

a. Summer STEAM Outdoors: How does our boat stay afloat on the water? What 

sorts of materials build the best bird’s nest? And how do clouds form? STEAM 

(Science, Tech, Engineering, Arts and Math) is all around us in nature – and we 

have a lot to discover! This week, we’ll conduct science experiments, build 

structures, and learn more about the outdoors through our inquiry and 

exploration. 

24. NEW! Drills and Skills 

a. Join Coach Jimyse Brown in the gym this week as we fine-tune our offensive and 

defensive skills on and off the basketball court. Each day will be filled with 

conditioning, learning plays, as we develop skills and apply our knowledge of 

basketball to a variety of other sports and games.  

25. Jedi Knight training  

a. A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away, the Jedi Knights were the guardians of 

peace and justice in the galaxy. Padawan apprentices are campers who are in 

training to become Jedi Knights. In our training camp, the young Padawans will 

participate in problem-solving challenges that support the Jedi Code toward a 

peaceful and cooperative galactic society. Based on the Star Wars® movies, the 

activities will be physical in nature and will include character role-playing, 

lightsaber fencing drills, movie trivia, and related discussions. Will the Jedi 

Counsel find you fit to become a Jedi? Time will predict if, succeed, you will. 

Yeesssssss. 

 

July 6-10 Full Day Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

AT CITY CAMPUS Aspiring Fashionistas with 
SPARK Business Academy 

4,5 SPARK Business 
Academy 

 

FULL DAY AT CITY CAMPUS 



 
1.  Aspiring Fashionistas with SPARK Business Academy 

a. Calling all fashion-forward campers! Join us for this  “glam” program,  where 

campers gain knowledge of the fashion industry and develop skills in fashion 

design, fashion marketing, fashion journalism and branding. Campers explore 

popular brands, analyze industry trends (e.g., athleisure), design various articles 

of clothing, define their own brand, outline a layout for their favorite store, explore 

careers in fashion and more! 

 

July 13-17 CAMPS AND DESCRIPTIONS 
 

 

July 13-17 AM Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

NEW! Teddy Bear Camp:  Moonwalkers Age 3 , PK Mary Beth Arcuri 

NEW! Fun with Food PK, K Jessica Potts 

NEW! The Very Busy Camper PK, K Taryn Haluszczak 

Princess Party PK, K, 1 Kassandra Humberson 

NEW! WRITE ON! k 1 2 Elizabeth Freidman 

Cooking Through Books Jr.  1,2 Rebecca Farrand 

NEW! Junior Wicked Awesome Outdoor Adventures 
with L.L.Bean 1,2 LL Bean 

NEW! Wilderness Wanderers  K, 1,2 Katie Pless 

NEW! Let’s Build: LEGO Community  2,3,4 Tisa Schuit 

NEW! PUNCHED: Fiber Arts 3,4,5 Sarah Mueller 

Jedi Knight Training 3,4,5 Steve Cooper 

Tennis Clinic 3,4,5 Mark Haffner 

 
 

JULY 13-17 AM 

1. NEW! Teddy Bear - Moonwalkers  

a. A WT summer camp tradition for our youngest campers is back with a new twist! 

This week of Teddy Bear Camp will explore SPACE. Campers will put on their 

spacesuits and moon boots and get ready for a week of intergalactic adventures. 

We will learn about planets, stars, nebulas, spaceships, and more through 

stories, crafts, hands-on play, and more! Warning: Campers will be so busy 

enjoying the magic of space that there will be no time for your little bear to 

hibernate! Campers will also enjoy the chance to create their own galaxy bear 



 
that we hope will be a life-long friend to help them remember their time at Teddy 

Bear Camp 2020! 

2. NEW! Fun with Food 

a. This fun, interactive camp will allow for younger campers to explore food in a whole 

new way!  This week, food is not just for cooking…during  this program, it is also 

okay to “play with your food!” Campers will create macaroni masterpieces and 

monster marshmallows as they manipulate food to produce magnificent works of 

edible art.  Don’t worry…we will capture snapshots of the masterpieces before they 

“disappear!” 

3. NEW!The Very Busy Camper  

a. Come join us for five fun-filled days as we explore the world of Eric Carle’s 

beautiful stories. We will take time every afternoon to read a story and talk about 

the lessons in each. Campers will discover the persistence of The  Very  Busy 

Spider, they will move their bodies from Head to Toe, see just how hungry 

caterpillar was, and go on many more exciting journeys. We will create collages,  

sing songs, write collaborative poems, and dance our way through this week of 

fun! 

 

4. Princess Party 

a. This is one fairytale, magical camp!  Each day we will host our favorite 

princesses at camp! We will explore classic and new princess stories and will 

enjoy songs, games, crafts, and activities all linked to celebrating the princess in 

each and every one of us. Our camp experience will culminate with a princess 

tea party! Fancy dress is welcome!  

b. Lead Instructor: Kassandra Humberson ’08, WT Dance Teacher 

5. NEW! WRITE ON!  

a. Are you an excellent storyteller, do you have a wild imagination, love to come up 

with tall tales? This is the camp for you!  Campers this week will become 

weavers of stories as they practice their writing and illustrations. Young writers 

will have help from counselors and gain inspiration from daily activities linked to 

classic stories, music, art, and more and they work on their own book as well as 

telling amazing tales throughout the week. 

6. NEW! Wilderness Wanderers  

a. Spend the week as Nature Explorers on WT’s Northbound Trails and Hartwood 

Acers navigating all the nooks and surprises it has to offer. We will stop to feel, 

smell, and listen to the woods, explore the different types of leaves, see if we can 

spot any signs of creatures, work on our natural artwork. Explorers will be out 

and about all day and in light rain or shine. One thing is for sure; your camper will 

end the week with many new games to play and a deeper love for the woods! 

Please be sure to pack an extra set of clothes that can get dirty and keep an eye 

on the weather.  



 
7. Cooking through Books Jr 

a. Come let your senses soar as we cook our way through our favorite food-inspired 

tales. Each day we will dive into a new story and see how food played an 

important role shaping the tale while getting our stomachs to rumble. We will test 

recipes for Stone Soup, Fried Worms, Thunder Cake and more! We will draw 

inspiration from the characters, plot, and pictures as we cook up our own 

delicious snacks each day. Campers will leave with a recipe book of all their 

treats and their own food-inspired story. 

b. Lead Instructor: Rebecca Farrand, WT Computer Science Teacher 

8. NEW! Junior Wicked Awesome Outdoor Adventures with L.L.Bean  

a. Stranded in the woods with no water or food? Not to worry, this week, with the 
help of our trusted L.L.Bean instructors we will get a chance to connect with 
nature and hone our survival skills. Our time will be filled with games, learning 
ways to construct a fort, pitch a tent, identify poisonous plants, inspect the 
clouds, and navigate by the sun and stars (and maps).  This is one wicked 
awesome week you don’t want to miss!  

9. NEW! Let’s Build: LEGO Community 

a. What do you think a community needs? A place to live,  green space, a grocery 

store, or maybe a unicorn space station? This community can have it all as we 

challenge the imagination of our young engineers! Our goal will be to build an 

ideal community with LEGO bricks. Along the way, we will learn fun LEGO facts, 

explore new building techniques that require hinges, joints, and architectural 

challenges that will support the creation of our brick community! Students will 

create some projects that come home and others that are a part of our Friday 

convention.   

10. NEW! PUNCHED-Fiber Arts  

Yarn-Punch your way through this camp week! Come try your hand at a new skill 

that some say is just like “painting with yarn”. Fiber artists will spend their week 

working with their own yarn punching kits and creating other works of fiber arts.  

With the help of Ms. Mueller, a yarn punch aficionado, campers will make small 

rugs, wall hangings, and other beautiful fiber installations that will weave their 

way into your hearts and homes forever.  

11. Jedi Knight Training 

a. A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away, the Jedi Knights were the guardians of 

peace and justice in the galaxy. Padawan apprentices are campers who are in 

training to become Jedi Knights. In our training camp, the young Padawans will 

participate in problem-solving challenges that support the Jedi Code toward a 

peaceful and cooperative galactic society. Based on the Star Wars® movies, the 

activities will be physical in nature and will include character role-playing, 

lightsaber fencing drills, movie trivia, and related discussions. Will the Jedi 



 
Counsel find you fit to become a Jedi? Time will predict if, succeed, you will. 

Yeesssssss. 

b. Lead Instructor: Steve Cooper, WT P.E. Teacher, School Nurse, and Jedi 

Master; Program Assistant: Grand Master, Ellis James ’18 

12. Tennis 

a. Let’s make a racquet! Come join Coach Mark Haffner as you have fun learning to 

serve, volley, and overhead. This high-energy camp will focus on the importance 

of sportsmanship, agility, movement, and the strength that is involved in the 

game of tennis. Campers are welcome to bring their own racquet to camp. 

Equipment will be provided for all campers who do not BYOR. 

13. July 13-17 PM Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

Adventures in Reading with Super Why!  PK, k Taryn Haluszczak 

Magic School Bus PK, K, 1 Elizabeth Freidman 

Sticks and Stones Art Studio Jr. PK, K, 1 Katie Pless 

NEW! #1 You K, 1,2 Kassandra Humberson 

NEW! Confection Concoctions 1,2 Jessica Potts 

Floor Hockey Clinic  1,2,3 Mark Haffner 

This Doesn’t Add Up 2,3,4 Mary Arcuri 

Magic Treehouse Adventure 2,3 Tisa Schuit 

NEW! Senior Wicked Awesome Outdoor Adventures 
with L.L.Bean  3,4,5 LL Bean 

Cooking Through Books Sr. 3,4,5 Rebecca Ferrand  

Hogwarts Academy 3,4,5 Callie DiSabato 

NEW! Woodland Writers 3,4,5 Sarah Mueller 

Blacksmith Workshop 4,5, Trish Morris 

 

JULY 13-19 PM 

1. Adventures in reading with Super Why!  

a. Calling all Super Readers! Get ready for a reading adventure with Super WHY! 

Join the characters from the PBS show Super WHY! and jump into stories and 

solve problems using Alphabet Power, Word  Power,  Spelling Power, and 

Reading Power. Campers will create their own stories and fairy tales and take on 

Super WHY! Superhero powers. Don’t miss out on this chance to have a super 

great time with reading and words! 

b. Lead Instructor: Taryn Haluszczak, WT Kindergarten Teacher 



 
2. Magic School Bus 

a. Magic School Bus Adventures Get out there and explore! Each day campers will 

heed the directive from the beloved Ms. Frizzle as we board the imaginary WT 

Camp Magic Bus and embark on science challenges and adventures! We will 

add our own unique “Frizzle Sizzle” to each day’s session. We will investigate 

land, space, and sea in our science lab through stories, games, challenges, and 

activities. In the words of Ms. Frizzle, we will “Take chances! Make Mistakes! And 

Get Messy!” 

3. Sticks and Stones Art Studio Jr. 

a. …May break your bones but we will be sure to keep your campers safe as we 

spend this week collecting nature’s gifts and turning them into fun and unique art 

forms. We will collect pebbles, sticks, leaves, and other natural wonders in our 

treasure bags. With our materials, we will paint, play, cut, glue, and create games 

and works of art. Campers will leave with creations including a collection of story 

stones, framed pebble art, an original stick figure, and a renewed connection to 

the natural world. This is sure to be one marvelous week and will have your 

campers finding art all around! 

b. Lead Instructor:  Katie Pless, WT Second Grade Teacher 

4. NEW! #1 YOU!  

a. Siwinators unite for this week of bows, glitter, glam, and all things sparkle as we 

dance our way through the afternoons. Our glamtastic campers will spend the 

week playing dress-up, making crafts, expressing their most fabulous selves, and 

learning that it is who you are on the inside that matters, but having a little 

sparkle and shine on the outside can sure be a lot of fun!   

5. NEW! Confection Concoctions 

a. Grab your goggles, your lab coats, and your senses and get ready to get sticky 

as we build, taste, bake and ask ourselves, can something as delicious as 

dessert really be science? This week young scientists will break the first rule of 

the science lab as they are encouraged to taste their experiments while we 

hypothesizing the outcomes. Is it possible to make a cookie float? Can we use 

the sun to make a delicious s’ more? What does it take to turn something from a 

liquid to a solid?   

6. Floor Hockey Clinic 

a. Learn the basics of hockey, stick handling, passing, shooting, and positioning. 

Campers will enjoy a great workout while making new friends and playing floor 

hockey. We will also focus on the importance of teamwork and good 

sportsmanship. All players must have their own helmet and mask. Shoot to 

score! 

b. Lead Instructor: Mark Haffner, Certified Teaching Pro AFAA and Certified 

Personal Trainer 

7. This Doesn’t Add Up 



 
a. Sunken ships, skunk, Rubik’s cubes, logic dice, and division. This week campers 

will dive right into games all about MATH! Each day mathematicians will be 

indoors and out investigating the numbers all around us. Afternoons will be filled 

with games and challenges that campers can explore on their own or in groups 

that teach problem-solving, fact-finding and teamwork. Campers will also spend 

time creating their very own math games that highlight their favorite skills. This 

will be more than just an acute camp! 

b. Lead Instructor: Mary Arcuri, WT Fourth Grade Teacher 

8. Magic Treehouse Adventure  

a. Jack…Annie…and YOU! Campers will experience magic, myth, history, and 

mystery every day! Our adventures will allow us to explore through time, space, 

and different cultures. As we climb into our own magic treehouse, we will be 

whisked away by stories and clues that involve games, riddles, codes,  and 

projects that will ultimately lead to solved problems and completed missions! 

9. NEW! Senior Wicked Awesome Outdoor Adventures with L.L.Bean  

a. Stranded in the woods with no water or food? Not to worry, this week, with the 
help of our trusted L.L.Bean instructors we will get a chance to connect with 
nature and hone our survival skills. Our time will be filled with games, learning 
ways to construct a fort, pitch a tent, identify poisonous plants, inspect the 
clouds, and navigate by the sun and stars (and maps).  This is one wicked 
awesome week you don’t want to miss!  

10. Cooking Through Books SR 

a. Come let your senses soar as we cook our way through our favorite food-inspired 

tales. Each day we will dive into a new story and see how food played an 

important role in shaping the tale while getting our stomachs to rumble. We will 

test recipes for Stone Soup, Fried Worms, Thunder Cake and more! We will draw 

inspiration from the characters, plot, and pictures as we cook up our own 

delicious snacks each day. Campers will leave with a recipe book of all their 

treats and their own food-inspired story. 

b. Lead Instructor: Rebecca Farrand, WT Computer Science Teacher 

11. Blacksmith Workshop 

a. This is one hot camp! Have you ever wanted to learn the art of blacksmithing and 

whitesmithing? Now it is your chance! Campers will join blacksmith instructor, 

Trish Morris, as she shares her knowledge on a variety of blacksmithing basics. 

Campers will have the opportunity to experience a working studio at WT and 

learn all about the art, strength, focus, and science that goes into blacksmithing. 

Projects may include: hooks, dinner bells, candle holders, fireplace pokers, and 

dream catchers. 

b. Lead Instructor: Trish Morris, WT Camp Faculty 

12. Hogwarts Academy 

a. Welcome to Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry! Witches and wizards of 

all experience levels are welcome, even squibs! After collecting supplies from 



 
Diagon Alley, campers will begin or continue their magical education with a crash 

course in a variety of the essential, Ministry approved classes. The days will also 

include magical sports and games, trivia challenges, and general celebrations of 

all things Harry Potter! 

13. NEW! Woodland Writers  

a. Calling all wordsmiths, this week we are taking our imaginations and our journals 

to the trails! Each day, we will take time to focus on a new writing style from 

haikus, short stories, strong imagery, personal narratives, and more all while 

absorbing the magic of the great outdoors!  Each day, time will be spent hiking 

and exploring the WT Northbound trails as well as Hartwood Acers where they 

will garner inspiration to help feed their imaginations. Writers will have the 

chance to create collaborative pieces of “readers-theaters” or pick their own short 

piece to share at the bonfire reading on Friday!  

b. Lead Instructor: Sarah Mueller, WT 5th Grade Teacher 

14.  

July 13-17 Full Day Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

AT CITY CAMPUS NEW! Budding Entrepreneurs 
with SPARK Business Academy 

4,5 SPARK Business 
Academy 

 

FULL DAY @ City Campus July 13-19 

1. Budding entrepreneurs with SPARK 

a. If you love Shark Tank, this empowering camp is for you! Join other 

intrepid campers and develop a business plan for your own business idea. 

You will learn to take risks and persevere while making business-like 

decisions about strategy, marketing, and finance. Campers build confidence 

"learning by doing" throughout the week and make their pitch presentations 

on the last day of camp! 

 

 

 

July 20-24 CAMPS AND DESCRIPTIONS 
 

 

July 20-24 AM Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

Teddy Bear Camp:  Move and Groove 3, PK Janna Lettan 



 

Art Attack: Mini Artists  PK, k, 1 Taryn Haluszczak 

NEW! Summer Freeze PK, K, 1 Mary Beth Arcuri 

Once Upon a SLIME PK, K, 1 Kim Blaney 

NEW! Sports-a-palooza Jr.  K 1 2 Emily Onorato 

NEW! Board Game Bonanza K, 1, 2 Sarah Mueller 

NEW! StemQuest Jr: Aliens vs. Wizards 1,2 Drobots 

Wild Kratts Science 2,34 Emily Marcellus  

Magical Balloon Workshop 3,4,5 Weird Eric Costello 

NEW! Letter’s Do This!  3,4,5 Cait H 

Songwriting 101 3,4,5 Lisa Marcellus 

Hogwarts Academy 3,4,5 Callie DiSabato 

 

 
 

JULY 20-24 AM  

1. Teddy Bear Camp:  Move and Groove 

a. A WT Summer Camp tradition for our youngest campers is back for Week 7 with 

a new twist! This week of Teddy Bear Camp will explore music and movement. 

We will take time to learn, play, and dance in our music studio as well as to play 

outdoors as we explore sound, rhythms, beats, movement, instruments, and 

more! Campers will also enjoy the chance to create their own “beat bear” that we 

hope will be a lifelong friend to help them remember their time at Teddy Bear 

Camp 2020! 

b. Lead Instructors: Janna Lettan, WT Music Teacher 

2. Art Attack: Mini Artists 

a. Campers – get ready to paint, bend, mold, cut, glue, and create! This program 

will include amazing art projects with a special focus on outdoor art forms and 

favorite projects like pottery, clay, t-shirt painting, mosaics, garden art, 

birdhouses, and more. Your thirst to explore and create will definitely be 

quenched by this camp experience! 

3. NEW! Summer Freeze  

a. Lets travel into the unknown with Anna, Elsa, Olaf, Kristoff, Sven, and all of their 

new pals this summer as we relive the adventures of our favorite frosty heroes.  

Our days will be filled with games, activities, crafts, and of course, singing and 

dancing along to our new favorite soundtrack as we forge new friendships and 

find magic in our own special powers. 

4. Once upon a SLIME 

a. Once Upon a slime… I mean time, there was an amazing summer camp program 

with Ms. Blaney…a program where we share stories and create new inquiry-



 
based adventures every day of the week! Based on Steve Spangler Science, this 

program explores amazing hands-on science and literature connections with 

young learners. Each session will start with a short, interactive story that leads 

into a fun, exploratory (and sometimes messy!) science experiment. Join us as 

we listen, create, explore, build, and investigate! 

b. Lead Instructor: Kimberly Blaney, WT Kindergarten Teacher 

5. NEW! Sports-a-palooza Jr.  

a. Campers get ready to break a sweat! Athletes will compete in individual and 

team events, facing a diverse range of athletic and problem-solving challenges. 

Each day we will focus on physical conditioning and a new sport. This highly 

physical morning will guarantee that your camper sleeps well each night. 

Campers should bring a water bottle and wear clothing that can get muddy, 

stained, and drenched with sweat. Game on! 

 

6. Board Game Bonanza  

a. Classic gamers, join us this week as we tackle dozens of addictive games that 

test everything from teamwork to logic and critical-thinking skills. Our days will be 

filled with regular and life-size versions of Candyland, Chutes and Ladders, 

Guess Who, Jenga, and more!  After we work on mastering some of our favorite 

classics, campers will have the chance to create their own board games!  

b. Lead Instructor: Sarah Mueller, WT 5th Grade Teacher 

7. NEW! Aliens V Wizards 

a. StemQuest unplugs campers from the computer screen in this action-packed, 

story-based program. Throughout the week campers will be constantly on the 

move as they experiment and play. StemQuest has intentionally extracted the 

wide-array of exhilarating challenges and mysteries from popular gaming apps 

and turned it all into a live adventure. Campers will use age-appropriate rovers, 

bots, drones, and autonomous creative technology to jump over walls, push 

down obstacles, lift up boulders, and navigate through galaxies. Teams of 

campers work together in indoor, outdoor and open-spaced “worlds” throughout 

the week. In doing so, campers utilize life skills such as: collaborative problem 

solving, design, and curiosity, to outwit, out-build, and out-smart the program 

instructor, The Wizard. 

 

8. Wild Kratts Science 

a. Is your Creature Power suit ready? Young scientists will study animals, habitats, 

and the special ways that your favorite creatures have adapted to survive. This 

camp is linked to the adventures of the Kratt Brothers on the PBS show, Wild 

Kratts, and combines science education with fun and adventure. Students will 

explore animal habitats around the globe. Through experiments, activities, and 

games,   campers will learn important ecological concepts while having fun! This 



 
amazing camp adventure includes a virtual exploration of iQZoo.org, created by 

WQED, and other innovative Wild Kratts games. One thing is – we are going to 

have a wild time! 

9. Magical Balloon Workshop 

a. Add some magic to your life this week! Campers will work closely with Weird Eric, 

a professional magician and educator from the Pittsburgh area, to learn the skills 

and knowledge necessary to perform basic small illusion magic tricks. This camp 

will combine instructor presentation, step-by-step explanation, hands-on 

instruction, group practice sessions, and individual performance. We will also 

spend time on balloon twisting, tying, and creating awesome works of art! Each 

session we will learn new tricks and designs and then practice them with our 

peers. Upon successfully completing the camp, young magicians will have the 

necessary tools to not only perform small illusion magic tricks but also create 

awesome balloon art as well! 

10. NEW! Letter’s do This!  

a. Let’s make font memories this week as we learn the basics of hand lettering, 

calligraphy, and typography. Give your camper a chance to reconnect with the 

pen and the pad as we take a trip through history looking at the transformation of 

handwriting throughout the ages. Campers will be enchanted as they learn to 

turn their normal writing into beautiful works of art! Each day, campers will record 

their new skills and alphabets and spend time crafting works of art with their very 

own hand-lettering kit. Campers won’t be able to wait to write thank-you notes 

and letters to friends and family near and far!  

 

11. Songwriting 101 

a. Aspiring songwriters and performers will learn steps and strategies on how to 

write a song. We will experiment with different genres and forms of songs, and 

share our favorites with fellow campers. As we work to understand music and to 

create our own songs, campers will learn about how rhythms, beats, and 

melodies work and how to set the tone and mood for our listeners. We will use 

the power of our words to inspire and entertain one another as we work to 

connect our words with music. This is not all work – we will also play! We will 

challenge one another to create new lyrics that fit within popular existing songs 

that we all know and love and will write lyrics that celebrate the sights, sounds, 

and the fabulous mood of summer!  

b. Lead Instructor: Lisa Marcellus, WT Camp Faculty 

12. Hogwarts Academy 

a. Welcome to Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry! Witches and wizards of 

all experience levels are welcome, even squibs! After collecting supplies from 

Diagon Alley, campers will begin or continue their magical education with a crash 

course in a variety of the essential, Ministry approved classes. The days will also 



 
include magical sports and games, trivia challenges, and general celebrations of 

all things Harry Potter! 

July 20-24 PM Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

NEW! Camper Camper What Do You Hear  PK, K Taryn Haluszczak 

NEW! Pirate Party PK, K Emily Marcellus  

World Music PK, K, 1 Lisa Marcellus  

Batman K, 1, 2 Weird Eric Costello 

NEW! LEGO Ninjaneering K,1,2 Drobots 

Rainbow Unicorn Art K,1,2 Cait H 

NEW! My Buddy and Me  1,2,3 Janna Lettan 

NEW! My First Lemonade Stand 1,2,3 
SPARK Business 
Academy 

WT Summer Camp Gazette 3,4,5 Sarah Mueller 

Woodworking 101 3.4.5 Megan Negy 

NEW! Sports-a-palooza Jr.  3,4,5 Emily Onorato 

NEW! Express Yourself! 3,4,5 Suzy Flynn 

 
 

JULY 20-24  PM  

13. Camper Camper what do you hear?   

a. Campers will jump into the worlds created by Eric Carle each day at camp! Did you 

know that this famous author has created over 40 amazing books that inspire 

imagination and creativity for children? Campers will play games, complete 

projects, make stories come alive, create art, and conquer challenges linked to 

Carle books such as Today is Monday, The Very Hungry Caterpillar, Pancakes 

Pancakes, The Greedy Python, The Tiny Seed, Animals Animals, and more! All 

Very Curious Campers - please join us for this adventure! 

 
b. Lead Instructor: Taryn Haluszczak, WT Kindergarten Teacher 

14. NEW! Pirate Party  

a. Arghhh Matey! Campers will embark on a high-seas adventure as we time travel 

back to the day of deserted islands, hidden treasures, secret maps, and 

merciless pirates! Your pirates will put their math, spelling, and writing skills to 

the test as they use them to brave the stormy seas and hunt for treasure. Will our 

campers be successful in their quest to find the buried treasure, or will we be 

forced to walk the plank at the end of our week together?  

15. World Music  



 
a. Campers will “travel around the world” as we discover and engage with 

instruments, rhythm, songs, and dances unique to different countries. This 

interactive, high-energy camp will allow campers to explore music and enjoy time 

with new friends. 

b. Lead Instructor: Lisa Marcellus, WT Camp Faculty 

16. Batman 

a. Holy Camp, Batman! This camp experience will be filled with age-appropriate 

teasers, villains, plots, cliffhangers, and trickery!  We will solve puzzles and 

riddles, conquer physical challenges, and celebrate the wonderful world of 

Batman through graphic novels. We will explore superheroes while making super 

new friends. Each camper will leave with keepsakes and memories from their 

time exploring Gotham City! 

i. Lead Instructor: “Weird Eric” Costello, WT Program Partner 

17. NEW! LEGO Ninjaneering 

a. Enter the world of Ninjago and become an apprentice Ninjaneer! Engineering 

and Ninjanuity are the focus of this full-day themed camp for LEGO fanatics. 

Learn to build Trains, Helicopters, Treehouses, and Beam Bridges before moving 

on to Skull Trucks, Dragons, and Spijitzu Spinners from Ninjago City! 

18. Rainbow Unicorn Art 

a. This week is going to be filled with glitter, rainbows, mystical key-chains, unicorn 

horns, bath bombs, dream catchers and MORE! There is no end to the magic 

that we will create in this camp as we go over the rainbow and these young 

artists let their imaginations soar. These unicorn lovers will spend their camp time 

creating, coloring, and designing their way through the week.  

19. NEW! My Buddy and Me 

a. Ever wonder what it would be like to bring your favorite buddy to camp with you? 

We will make new buddies and enjoy our old favorites this week as we bring our 

buddies along on this WT Summer Camp journey! We will hike, make s’ mores, 

Campers will enjoy their favorite summer camp joys and make matching minis of 

everything we do for their new pals!  

20. NEW! My First Lemonade Stand 

a. Let's sell lemonade! Young campers become "lemonade entrepreneurs" 

and learn how to make yummy lemonade and earn money by selling it! 

From designing marketing flyers to estimating profits to experimenting 

with recipes, campers have fun all week while developing business savvy. 

Campers launch the lemonade stand on Friday to raise money for a 

charity they select! 

21. WT Summer Camp Gazette 

a. Extra, extra, read all about it! This week campers will become journalists as they 

cover the Breaking News this week at WT Summer Camp 2020. What will 



 
happen at the lemonade stand? Who is the reigning GAGA champion? These 

young reporters will learn interview techniques as we talk to teachers, 

counselors, and fellow campers about the action of the week. Campers will also 

learn about important skills linked to investigating, photojournalism, clear 

communication, paper layout and effective writing styles and the importance of 

teamwork. This camp is for anyone interested in reporting the facts, writing, 

telling stories, and more. The week will end with our very first WT Summer Camp 

Gazette. Gazette it while it’s hot! 

b. Lead Instructor: Sarah Muller, WT Fifth Grade Teacher 

22. Woodworking 101  

a. Come build with us! This week we are mixing the indoors of the woodshop with 

the actual woods. Campers will use found materials to help them build a simple 

three-legged stool and other items like boxes, picture frames, and games. 

Campers will also learn about the importance of measuring, finishing, and joinery 

as they use tools to help them create their own wooden creations. 

23. NEW! Sports-a-palooza 

a. Campers get ready to break a sweat! Athletes will compete in individual and 

team events, facing a diverse range of athletic and problem-solving challenges. 

Each day we will focus on physical conditioning and a new sport. This highly 

physical afternoon will guarantee that your camper sleeps well each night. 

Campers should bring a water bottle and wear clothing that can get muddy, 

stained, and drenched with sweat. Game on! 

 

24. NEW! Express Yourself 

a. Take some time this summer to learn more about your SELF! This week, 

campers will get a chance to explore their identity in a whole new way! Through 

student-driven drawing, paint, collage, storytelling, listening and other mediums 

we will dive into projects that lead to self-discovery and observation. Others will 

help us view ourselves in a way we never thought. Using unique found and new 

materials campers will express themselves and think about how they can make 

the world a better place. Campers will end the week with a portfolio full of 

beautiful portraits, amazing creations, and memories to last a lifetime.  

 

July 20-24 Full Day Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

AT CITY CAMPUS Summer Sizzle: Photo & 
Journaling Expedition 

4,5 Maggie Erie 

 



 
FULL DAY  @ City Campus Week of July 20-24 

Summer Sizzle: Photo & Journaling Expedition 

Summer Sizzle: Photo & Journaling Expedition: Exploring Pittsburgh Public Art and Celebrating 

Architecture, Nature, People, and Movement through images and words.  Each day will involve 

a new adventure to celebrated and secret locations in Pittsburgh.  Our assignments while on 

location will be to capture images and written passages inspired by our experiences and the 

people who we meet along the way.  Each camper will finish this week of artistic visual and 

written expression with a journal that will celebrate our week together and also encourage future 

reflection and creativity.   

 

 

July 27-31 CAMPS AND DESCRIPTIONS 
 

July 27-31 AM Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

NEW! Teddy Bear Camp: Beach Party Threes , PK Emily Onorato 

Clowning Around - Physical Theater Jr PK, K, 1 O Ryan 

NEW! Super Fun Sports Jr. PK, K, 1 Joe Bergin 

NEW! LEGO Jedi Engineering K, 1,2 DROBOTS 

NEW! Junior Outdoor Tales and Trails with L.L.Bean K, 1,2 LL Bean 

New! Mission to Mars 1,2 Assemble 

WT GLEE! 2,3,4 Janna Lettan 

NEW! Let them Eat Cake 3,4,5 Libby Brown 

New! Math Mysteries 3,4,5 Rachel Cunningham 

Disc Golf 3,4,5 Rob Lettan 

Gone for a Run!  3,4,5 Kassandra H 

Cardboard Carnival 4,5 Dan Mendenhall 

 

JULY 27-31 AM 

1. Teddy Bear Camp:  Beach Party 

a. A WT Summer Camp tradition for our youngest campers is back with a new twist!  

This week of Teddy Bear Camp will explore the fun in the sun and sand. We will 

take time to play in the outdoors and to celebrate all of the amazing colors, 

flavors, games, and pastimes of summer! Warning: Campers will be so busy 

enjoying water play, games,  stories,  songs,  and crafts that there will be no time 

for your little bear to hibernate! Campers will also enjoy the chance to create their 



 
own beach bear that we hope will be a life-long friend to help them remember 

their time at Teddy Bear Camp 2020! 

b. Lead Instructor: Emily Onorato ’12, WT Camp Faculty  

2. Clowning Around - Physical Theater Jr 

a. Come One, Come All! The greatest show on Earth is coming to WT Summer 

Camp. Campers will spend the week clowning around as they learn a variety of 

circus talents. Each day, the clowns-in-training will focus on new skills 

surrounding juggling, improvisational theater, partner building, balancing acts, 

and character development. As campers embrace their inner clown, they will 

learn that clowning is all about teamwork, collaboration, imagination, and 

innovation. Where else can you build a human pyramid, walk across a slackline 

balance beam, master your mime skills, and create your own juggling kit? 

b. Lead Instructor: O’Ryan McGowan-Arrowroot, Circus Performer and WT 

Program Partner 

3. NEW! Super Fun Sports JR.  

a. Attention sports enthusiasts! Are you tired of playing the same old games? Join 

Coach Bergin and take things to the next level during the last week of WT Summer 

Camp 2020. Campers will use skill and strategy to compete in both team and 

individual challenges. Some games will include capture the flag, variations of 

dodgeball, obstacle courses, and everyone’s favorite… GAGA. 

4. NEW! LEGO Jedi Engineering  

a. Prepare for a full-day LEGO camp packed with hands-on and minds-on STEM 

fun! Build projects inspired by cool machines close to home such as Cities, 

Garbage Trucks, and Catamarans. Then build X-Wings, Energy Catapults, and 

Defense Turrets from a galaxy far, far away! Learn about BOTH kinds of The 

Force in this full-day themed engineering camp for LEGO fanatics! 

 

5. NEW! Junior Outdoor Tales and Trails with L.L.Bean  
a. Each day we will explore a new part of Winchester Thurston’s magical backyard 

or Hartwood Acres’ majestic trails and we’ll engage our imaginations with a 
different nature story or theme followed by related outdoor activities, games or 
crafts. Don’t forget to pack your creativity cap! 

6. NEW! Mars Space Camp: 

a.  Are you ready to blast off for an out of this world adventure? Do you like aliens, 

spaceships and would like to explore on a strange new worlds. Join us for Mars 

Base Camp to simulate Mars Survival with a green screen, build a rocketship and 

make a computer-based space game. The future needs you. 

7. WT Glee! 

a. Do you love to sing? Do you want to share your passion and talent with others? If 

you answered yes to these questions, boy do we have a program for you! This 

camp experience will provide opportunities for campers to sing, express, perform, 

play, and inspire with music! The sessions will incorporate a range of activities 



 
including vocal technique, performance skills, voice projection, choreography, 

and more! Students will help select songs from a variety of different genres of 

music. This camp program will require high levels of participation, focus, and 

energy. You provide the talent, and we will provide the stage! 

b. Lead Instructor: Janna Lettan, WT Music Teacher 

8. NEW! Let them Eat Cake 

a. This is one SWEET camp experience! Bakers will work each fo on new baking 

and decorating techniques with plenty of time to practice and perfect our newly-

acquired skills. Our week will be filled with cupcakes, cheesecakes, brownies, 

whoopie pies, cake pops, traditional cakes, and more! Icing artist will work on 

decorating techniques with freehand as well as fondant, and design!  

All campers will leave this sweet week together with new skills, new friendships, 

and a recipe memory book full of recipes and photos from our time together. Not 

to worry…we will decorate, create, and package our special treats to share with 

friends and family. Don’t miss out on this chance to embrace the sweet life! 

9. NEW! Math Mysteries  

a. We have a mystery bigger than any WT Summer Camp has ever seen and we 

need YOUR help to solve it! Join us this week and think like a detective as you 

become a mathematical crime solver.  Join Detective Cunningham and her team 

of operatives as they attempt to use numbers and reasoning to crack the case. 

Campers will work together to play math games, complete puzzles, and solve 

math-teries. Math minds of all skill levels are welcome. According to my 

calculations, this is one mystery that will provide infinite entertainment. Case 

closed.  

10. Cardboard Carnival 

a. If you love cardboard, creating, carnivals, and camp then this is where you need 

to be! This week, our Green Engineers will be using cardboard, reusable 

materials, and their imaginations to create out-of-this-world carnival games. 

Engineers will be tasked with the challenge to create an innovative and exciting 

twist on games the know and love from carnivals. Creators will research different 

games and understand things like the science that makes those milk jugs so hard 

to knock down, and how to roll the perfect skeeball. Friday, we will host WT 

Summer Camp Carnival to let all the campers enjoy the fun we had this week! 

b. Lead Instructor: Dan Mendenhall, WT Lower School Science Teacher 

11. Disc Golf 

a. Did you know Pittsburgh has 2 of the top 20 disc golf courses in the US? What a 

great reason to learn this awesome sport! This week we will learn the basic rules, 

types of shots, and ways to navigate obstacles on the Frisbee golf course. 

Campers will work together to design a new course every day that focuses on 



 
developing skills and navigating obstacles. Each student will end the week with 

two discs, a driver, and a putter to practice throughout the summer and beyond! 

b. Lead Instructor: Rob Lettan, WT Camp Faculty  

12. Gone For a Run 

a. This camp program is designed to offer fun and fitness for campers as well as an 

introduction to the lifelong sport of running and cross-country. Each day, we will 

involve a focus on “going the distance” with race and training strategies, as well 

as games to keep things challenging and fun! Our goal will be to log a half 

marathon by the end of the week (13.1 miles)! In addition, we will learn about 

proper nutrition, hydration, and training tips and will learn from experts about the 

correct equipment so that you can maximize your performance. All campers must 

arrive at camp each day with running shoes and a water bottle. 

b. Lead Instructor: Kassandra Humberson ’08, WT Dance Teacher 

 

 

 

 

July 27-31 PM Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

MAKE... Believe Science Lab PK, K Emily Onorato 

ReUSE-a-palooza - Craft Attack PK, K, 1 Camp Faculty 

NEW! IMAGINEering  PK, K Rebecca Farrand 

NEW! Flour Power K,1,2 Libby Brown 

NEW! StemQuest Jr: Star Wars 
BB8 Adventures k, 1,2 DROBOTS 

NEW! A House is a House 1,2 Suzy Flynn 

Clowning Around - Physical Theater Sr. 2,3,4 O'Ryan McGowan 

NEW! Senior Sharpshooters: Intro to Archery with 
L.L.Bean  3,4,5 LL Bean 

New! Build It Festival! 3,4,5 Rachel Cunningham 

NEW! Super Fun Sports Sr.  3,4,5 Joe Bergin 

Flight Science Studio 3,4,5 Dan Mendenhall 

JULY 27-31 PM  

13. MAKE... Believe Science Lab 



 
a. Once upon a time, a magical camp was created just for problem solving campers 

entering PK and K in the Fall. These campers were challenged to engineer 

endings to their favorite fairy tales, and conquer unexpected challenges that 

occurred within the stories they heard. Campers used their imaginations and 

scientific minds to help design a house that couldn’t be blown down, build a chair 

that was just right for Goldilocks, construct a bridge that helped to protect three 

billy goats from one old, angry troll, and so much more! They used their magical 

powers to problem solve, design, and create solutions that SAVED THE DAY! 

...And they lived happily ever after. 

b. Lead Instructor: Emily Onorato ’12, WT Program Faculty 

14. Imagineering Lab  

a. Does your imagination run wild with ideas? Constantly creating new contraptions 

and designs? If so, you’ve found the right spot! Campers will enjoy STEM-

themed projects and use their engineering minds to create their own 

masterpieces. Think binary code, skyscrapers made of found materials, puzzles, 

pom pom theme parks, and more! Each day will be filled with engineering 

challenges and lots of crafts. There will be time to explore, create, and share all 

of our ideas! 

15. ReUSEapalooza - craft attack  

a. What do piggy banks, flower pots, marble mazes, fidget spinners, and 

bird feeders all have in common? You can make your very own out of 

recycled materials! This week campers will use their creative eye to 

look at objects they use and throw away every day and use them to 

create beautiful and useful works of art! 

16. NEW! Flour Power!  

a. Get your bellies ready! This week Mini Chefs will explore mighty flavors in the world 

of baking!  Kids will learn the basics of cake decorating like icing a cake and piping 

borders. They will also learn essential cookie baking skills, and explore the magic 

of the world of baking.  Each day we add a new skill and practice previous lessons.  

Kids will pull their new techniques together to make a one of a kind cake. Campers 

will leave the week with their own recipe book and a new talent and passion to 

share with family and friends in the kitchen! 

 

17. NEW! StemQuest Jr. Starwars BB8 adventures  

a. BB8 Adventures takes STEM to a galaxy far far away. This program combines all 

of the highlights from the latest Star Wars movies, specifically the newest droid, 

D-0 and the rest of the popular bots, which are certain to excite your 1st or 2nd-

grade camper! Each day, teams of campers (Squads) work together, with 

encouragement and guidance from their Jedi counselors, to customize droid-like 

robots and complete various Yoda engineering challenges. Throughout the week, 

campers will dunk intergalactic basketballs into mini hoops, play BB8 battleship, 



 
and joust in the balloon popping droid arena. Each challenge presents the 

campers with hands-on building and engineering lessons to help make their bots 

jump up ramps, roll through tunnels, and bounce over barriers. BB8 Adventures 

offers a friendly and collaborative environment, encouraging teamwork, 

sportsmanship, and positivity - all while introducing campers to become active 

participants with today’s most applicable, exciting, and new technology. 

18. NEW! A House is a House 

a. A hill is a house for an ant, a hive is a house for a bee, WT Summer Camp is a 

camp for YOU! Based on the book, A house is a house for me this camp is a 

creative use of available art materials and nature to create their own collection of 

creatures and characters and houses for them. Join us this week for exploration, 

creation, and joy as we combine the natural world and our creativity! 

 

19. Flight Science studio 

a. Fly, glide, launch, and soar your way through this week of flight science. 

Aeronautical engineers will discover how to make the perfect paper airplane, 

study different types of gliders, create balsa wood fliers, launch rockets, and so 

much more in this week of flight. Camper will learn from the experts, the Wright 

Brothers, NASA, and Mr. Mendenhall!  By the end of the week, campers will 

understand air pressure, lift, resistance, propulsion, the importance of wing 

shape, and just what it takes to keep a plane in the sky! 

b. Lead Instructor:  Dan Mendenhall, WT Lower School Science Teacher 

20. Clowning Around - Physical Theater Sr 

a. Come One, Come All! The greatest show on Earth is coming to WT Summer 

Camp. Campers will spend the week clowning around as they learn a variety of 

circus talents. Each day, the clowns-in-training will focus on new skills 

surrounding juggling, improvisational theater, partner building, balancing acts, 

and character development. As campers embrace their inner clown, they will 

learn that clowning is all about teamwork, collaboration, imagination, and 

innovation. Where else can you build a human pyramid, walk across a slackline 

balance beam, master your mime skills, and create your own juggling kit? 

b. Lead Instructor: O’Ryan McGowan-Arrowroot, Circus Performer and WT 

Program Partner 

21. NEW! Senior Sharpshooters: Intro to Archery with L.L.Bean  

a. Take aim for a week of all things archery!  This week is appropriate for all abilities 
as long as you are willing to summon your inner Robin Hood for a week with our 
trusted L.L.Bean instructors! They will teach you the different parts of the bow 
and arrow, important safety lessons, share interesting historical facts, proper 
techniques to hone your skills, facilitate friendly competitions and unique archery 
games (Battleship anyone?!).  When you are not taking aim with a bow, there will 
be plenty of opportunities to release your energy with fun, games and 
crafts.  Keep in mind...you miss 100% of the shots you don’t take! 



 
 

22. NEW! Build it Festival  

a. Ever look at a stack of newspapers and transform them into tall forts, or imagine 

paper towel tubes as marble maze, have a stack of delivery boxes waiting to be 

transformed into a city? This week we will unleash the eco creator in every 

camper as we tinker with creating different structures and completing daily 

building challenges.  

 

23. NEW! Super Fun Sports Sr 

a. Attention sports enthusiasts! Are you tired of playing the same old games? Join 

Coach Bergin and take things to the next level during the last week of WT Summer 

Camp 2020. Campers will use skill and strategy to compete in both team and 

individual challenges. Some games will include capture the flag, variations of 

dodgeball, obstacle courses, and everyone’s favorite… GAGA. 

 

 
 

July 27-31 Full Day Sessions 

Camp  Grade Level  Teacher 

Percy Jackson: Camp Half Blood vs. Camp Jupiter 3,4,5 Weird Eric 

AT CITY CAMPUS NEW! Extreme Pittsburgh Jr. - 
Pittsburgh's Happy Places 

4,5,6 Adam Brownold 

 

FULL DAY  July 27-31 

 
24. Percy Jackson - Camp Halfblood vs. Camp Jupiter  

a. It is time to challenge your knowledge of Percy Jackson and Greek Mythology! 

Will your young Demigod be chosen by a Greek or Roman god? We will get up 

close and personal with   Gods and   Goddesses,   campers, hunters, nature 

spirits, centaurs, and monsters. Greek and Roman camps will compete as teams 

to see who will solve riddles, decode messages, and capture the flag first! Our 

adventures as demigods and goddesses will ultimately work together to achieve 

the common goal of increased confidence, knowledge, and power – all for good! 

b. Lead Instructor: Weird Eric, WT Program Partner 

 

 

 



 
Full Day @ City campus Week of July 27-31, 2020 

 

Extreme Pittsburgh JR - Pittsburgh's Happy Places 

This week will explore the amazing destinations, and activities for Grade 4, 5, and 6 fun 

in our city! Spend this active and adventurous week with us as we celebrate summer by 

enjoying the many pleasures, treasures, and happy places that Pittsburgh has to offer! 

We will spend our days appreciating experiences and activities that range from visits to 

amusement parks to destinations for bouncing, hiking, kayaking, climbing, swimming, 

skating, exploring, and more. Activities will be determined by the weather…but not to 

worry… rain or shine you will never forget this week of fun at WT Summer Camp 2020! 

 


